COLDWARPIECES

The Cold War Pieces were created while in residence at the
Diefenbunker: Canada’s Cold War Museum, Carp, Ontario, the
exhibition took place from April 26 to September 30, 2014. These
works will be shown at the Workers Arts and Heritage Centre,
Hamilton, Ontario, May 14 to August 20, 2016.

The exhibition presents 95 digitally printed document-sized
drawings collaged with period information. Each print is presented
in a plastic sleeve and installed with pins in the top corners to
signal a witnessing or the presentation of evidence.
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UNFOLDED HOUSE 2012

ROADWORK 2012

DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPT: Peace comes when mistakes made in our

collective human history are examined. In this work, I am offering a
personal response to an historic moment through the creation of an
uncertain space for reflection. A culture of peace can only grow from
recognition of where we have been, both bad and good.
MATERIALS

Bottom layer: reprinted newspaper announcing the beginning of the
cold war intervention with correction tape.
Top layer: conté and pastel on Mylar.
Size: 24 x 18 inches
Collection of the Diefenbunker: Canada’s Cold War Museum

COLD WAR PIECES ARTIST STATEMENT
In November 2013, I was invited as artist-in-residence to the
Diefenbunker: Canada’s Cold War Museum. The museum, started in 1997,

of Churchill, Truman and Stalin at the conference dividing Germany and
Western Europe four days before the United States dropped an atomic
bomb on Hiroshima.

occupies the Canadian Government’s cold war bunker, active between

The exhibition at the end of my residency displayed the series of 95 black

1961-1994, as central command-control centre to house 535 key members

and white inkjet prints scanned from my drawings of layered information

of government and military in the case of nuclear war. The residency’s

placed among the already existing bunker displays.

main aim was to develop new works based on the museum’s unique
history, its archive and architecture.
Source material for Cold War Pieces came from three areas: the museum’s
vast archive; emblematic images from the Internet which circulate as
currency about the period and pinhole images of the bunker’s spaces
which I commissioned from two photographers, Maggie Knaus and
Giuliano Pirani. I was looking for blurred and distorted images to parallel
a culture of spying, fear and mistrust. The pinhole camera photographs
provided an excellent resemblance to cold war information gathering
where there is little control over what will be recorded in a dark chamber
through the tiny single beam of light that is allowed to enter.

Marcia Lea, in the exhibition catalogue, contrasted my work with
Martha Rosler’s:
Bourgeois’ use of juxtaposition and the subject matter reference the
photo-montage work, Bringing Home the War: House Beautiful, 19671994, by American artist Martha Rosler made in protest of the Vietnam
War and the Persian Gulf War. Rosler contrasted the disturbingly different
realities of the war zone, as represented by soldiers or casualties, with the
idealized home in America, as depicted in magazines …Both Bourgeois
and Rosler bring together surprising images and symbols to raise issues
concerning war. Bourgeois’ work approaches the Cold War from the
perspective of the twenty-first century and although it is recent, it is

Generally, these distortions provide little certainty about what is being

history. While Rosler compressed ‘here’ and ‘there’, Bourgeois compresses

looked at.

the ‘then’ and ‘now’ … [Cold War Pieces] deals with issues that are relevant,

The drawing method I devised for these works played an important role
in organising vast amounts of information and in developing a personal

not only to the recent past, but also to the here and now. Bourgeois’ work
artistically mines the recent past to inform the critical present.

response to the specifics of place and historical moment. The document-

My approach in these works was to find a way to draw my subject as

sized scale relates to human proportions and to the time and space

something intimate, to be looked at closely and to be reflected upon,

referenced by the exhibition site. I hoped these constructed narratives

another look at what is familiar. As an artist I believe my role is parallel to

in the artworks would encourage the viewers’ own engagement through

that of the fool in the royal courts of Europe. Only the fool was permitted

their own interpretations of these images. Motifs repeated throughout

to speak of a truth to the king. The fool could be beaten if the message

the series construct and interweave related themes and references. For

displeased, but his role was to report what was observed.

example, Potsdam Conference / Hiroshima represents the confluence

